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Sacrifice fragments poe

The sacrifice fragments are fragments of Vaal. Regular sacrifice fragments are required to gain access to the Apex of Sacrifice, where the player can meet Queen Atziri. When it puts a sacrifice fragment into the card device with a regular card, it adds 5% of the amount of item to that card. If placed without
a regular map, it opens a random vaal lateral area (level 68 - 71). List of Sacrifice Fragments Several fragments can be used to stack more quantity if they must be of different types to stack. For example, adding 2 twilight sacrifices to the cartographer provides only 5% of the element where adding 1
sacrifice at dusk and 1 sacrifice at dawn would add 10% of the element to a cartographer area. Adding another different fragment such as a sacrifice at noon would increase the amount of item to 15%. Primal Dustcrab Grain is a level 2 seed. After harvesting, it can change a sacrifice fragment into another
random sacrifice fragment. Buy PoE Currency Cheap Buy Cheap PoE Currency Instant Delivery using a 6% discount coupon: poeitems. Mulefactory is a reliable poe currency site that offers cheap exalted orbs, chaos orbs, poe items, etc. Payments: PayPal, Skrill, BitCoin. Sacrifice fragments recipe:
access the Apex of Sacrifice Outcome Ingredient Notes General Notes The Apex of Sacrifice 1 Sacrifice at Dusk top left Place in the correct order inside the Map Device to access The Apex of Sacrifice 1 Sacrifice at Noon bottom left 1 Sacrifice at Midnight top right 1 Sacrifice at Dawn bottom right
Sacrifice Fragments Farming and Divination Cards Fragments of this type can be acquired as a drop from a Vaal Vessel , corrupt card bosses or Izaro's Treasury. In addition, a set of 4 His Mask can be exchanged for a random sacrifice fragment. Map fragments are items that can be used in a map
device to open portals to various high-level areas. Placing one of the fragments with a card in the card device will increase the amount of element on that card. Mechanical If the player places a fragment with a card in the card device, the card will have an additional 5% of items deleted. The advanced
fragments of Vaal give 10% quantity. Several fragments can be used to stack more quantity if they must be of different types to stack. For example, adding 2 twilight sacrifices to the cartographer provides only 5% of the element where adding 1 sacrifice at dusk and 1 sacrifice at dawn would add 10% of
the element to a cartographer area. The addition of another different fragment such as a would increase the amount of item to 15%. Vaal Fragment Sets Regular sacrifice fragments are required to reach the Apex of SacrificeMap level: 70Area does not contain rogue (hidden) exiles Travel on this map
using it in the Templar lab or a personal map device. Cards can only be used once, where the player can meet Mr. Atziri. Fragments of this type can be acquired as a drop of a Vaal ship, corrupt card bosses or Izaro's Treasury. In addition, a set of 4 Her Mask4Sacrifice FragmentFor its beauty, you
submit, lest your neck the big queen slit. can be exchanged for a random sacrifice fragment. Sacrifice to DuskItem Quantity: 5%5% increase quantity of items found in this areaThe Vaal should never fear the sunset. Can be used in a personal map device. Sacrifice to DawnItem Quantity: 5%5% increase
quantity of items found in this areaOn those who aspire can dare to hope. Can be used in a personal map device. Sacrifice to NoonItem Quantity: 5%5% increase amount of objects found in this areaLight without pale compared to the light inside. Can be used in a personal map device. Sacrifice to
MidnightItem Quantity: 5%5% increase in the amount of objects found in this areaLook to our queen, because she will lead us into the light. Can be used in a personal map device. Advanced Vaal Fragments Advanced deadly fragments are required to reach the seductive AbyssMap level: 80100% more
Monster Life60% increase from Monster DamageArea does not contain rogue (hidden) exiles travel to this map using it in the Templar lab or a personal card device. Cards can only be used once, where the player can encounter a stronger version of Queen Atziri. The most common way to acquire them is
to defeat Queen Atziri. In addition, a set of 3 Sambodhi Vow3Mortal FragmentHe dispels dark kingdomsuntil to mortal sufferingyield in the hopeful light. can be exchanged for a random mortal fragment and a set of 3 Last Hopes3Mortal As long as their civilization has collapsed, the Vaal have looked at
themselves towards their queen. In it, they saw a way out. In them, she saw a burden from which she was happy to free herself. can be exchanged for Mortal HopeItem Quantity: 10%10% increase amount of objects found in this areaLook to our Queen, because it will lead us from the darkness. Can be
used in a personal card device. ItemMortal GriefItem Quantity: 10%10% increase quantity of items found in this areaWhen we thrive at night, we love mortality. Can be used in a personal map Device.Mortal HopeItem Quantity: 10%10% increase amount of items found in this areaLook to our queen, as it
will lead us from the dark. Can be used in a personal map Device.Mortal IgnoranceItem Quantity: 10%10% increase amount of items found in this AreaIt is only the blind who can in the dark. Can be used in a personal map Device.Mortal RageItem Quantity: 10%10% increase in the amount of items found
in this areaWe are only dogs, howling at an indifferent moon. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragments of Prophecy Key fragments are required to reach the pale CourtMap level: 75Travel to this map using it in the Templar laboratory or a personal map device. Cards can only be used once.
Time.. can be obtained by fulfilling certain prophecies. Volkuur's KeyItem Quantity: 5%5% increase quantity of objects found in this areaShe many bodies, whose very flesh unites all, whose dark murmurs draw our souls, unimpeded. Can be used in a personal map device. Eber's KeyItem Quantity: 5%5%
increase quantity of items found in this AreaMouth of the masses, whose greatness spreads through our breath and touch, which feeds the hungry with the hungry, the strong with the weak. Can be used in a personal map device. Yriel keyitem quantity: 5%5% increase in the amount of objects found in this
AreaLord of the Wild, wild and frantic, uncivilized, untamed, untouched, untouched. Can be used in a personal map device. Inya's KeyItem Quantity: 5%5% increase quantity of items found in this areaThe infinite mind, not bound by the attachments of mental health, whose thirst for knowledge is all-
consuming, whose every word stands our hair on the end. Can be used in a personal map device. Shaper Fragments Shaper fragments are needed to access the shaper's realm with the crucible key can be used in a personal card device, where the player can meet the Shaper. They can be obtained by
defeating the Void Guardians. Fragment of the quantity HydraItem: 5%5% increase quantity of items found in this areaEnter the crucible. The link between injustice and the balance of eternity. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of the phoenixItem quantity: 5%5% increase quantity of items
found in this areaEnter the crucible. The link between injustice and the balance of eternity. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of the quantity minotaureitem: 5%5% increase in the amount of items found in this areaEnter the crucible. The link between injustice and the balance of eternity.
Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of the amount of ChimeraItem: 5%5% increase in the amount of items found in this areaEnter the crucible. The link between injustice and the balance of eternity. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragments of ancient Ancient fragments are
necessary to access the lack of value and meaning with the decaycan key to be used in a personal card device, where the player can meet the Elder. They can be obtained by defeating the Ancient Guardians. Fragment of purificationItem Quantity: 5%5% increase Amount of items found in this
areaCorruption is purged, not cleaned. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of constrictionItem Quantity: 5%5% increase articles found in this AreaWebs are torn, not untangled. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of the amount EradicationItem: 5%5% increase Quantity of
items found in this AreaPlagues are exhausted, not cured. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of EnslavementItem Quantity: 5%5% increase amount of objects found in this areaFreedom is won, not given. Maybe it's not in a personal card device. Fragments of Uber Elder Fragments of Uber
Elder are needed to access The Shaper's Realm version of the Lack of Value and Meaning, where Uber Elder and Shaper can be encountered. They can be obtained by beating the Shaper or the Elder. Fragment of the quantity KnowledgeItem: 10%10% increase quantity of articles found in this
areaComparable leads to mastery. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of shapeitem quantity: 10%10% increase quantity of items found in this AreaBeauty is in the eye of the creator. Can be used in a personal map device. Fragment of vacuum Quantityitem: 10%10% increase quantity of
items found in this areaThis that is not can not cause harm. Can be used in a personal map device. TerrorItem quantity fragment: 10%10% increase quantity of items found in this areaFear leads survival. Can be used in a personal map device. Enhancers card Divine Vessel Divine VesselsUnique Boss
treats 10% increase DamageUnique Boss increased by 10% Attack and Cast SpeedUnique Boss increased by 10% LifeUnique Boss increased by 20% Area of EffectPower is a curious thing. It can be contained, hidden, locked up, and yet it always frees itself. Can be used in a personal map device. can
be placed with a valid card to capture the soul of card bosses, which can then be used to upgrade a Hall of Fame power. Scarabs Can be placed in the mapcreates device an object in your hiding place2 VariationsFavour cost: 0 to add their modifier to a map. Beetles are usually obtained from the Immortal
Syndicate Intervention shelter plan. ItemStatsGilded Ambush ScarabArea contains 5 additional StrongboxesMaster Warrior Rindwik fallen to one opponent: Old Age. Only the greatest soldiers can say the same. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 5 StrongboxesGilded Bestiary
ScarabArea contains 3 additional red beastsThe order was your clan in life, Agnar, Beastmaster, but the first to remember their favorite son. The gift of their Visions will pass to another. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 3 additional red beastsGilded Breach ScarabArea may contain
BreachesArea contains 3 additional violationsOmid, Master Seeker, left a final commandment to his death: the world should never know. Can be used in a personal card Device.Area may contain BreachesArea contains 3 additional violationsGilded Cartography Scarab50% more cards found in
AreaBetucia, wearer of the sealing blade, the Order of the Djinn survives because of your sacrifice, but will always by your loss. Can be used in a personal card device.50% more cards found in areaGilded Divination Scarab150% more divination cards found in AreaYour service centuries have been
invaluable to us, Narumoa. Go now, go back to Hinekora, and join your old parents in the corridors of the dead. Can be used in a personal card device.150% more divination cards found in Scarabab90% more rare antiques found in AreaEgrin of the Dark Between Stars, Sealing Blade Forger, let your
name be redeemed by your unexpected sacrifice. Can be used in a personal card device.90% more rare antiques found in AreaGilded Harbinger ScarabArea contains 4 additional harbingersFor your valour beyond the Gate, Sarina Titucius, we pay tribute to you with the first Scarabéegilded awarded
while its recipient still lives. Stay alert. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 4 HarbingersGilded Legion ScarabArea contains an additional legion EncounterEach Legion HoardEach is accompanied by a GeneralGiven the fate of Deacon Eutychus and men under Cardinal Sanctus Vox, let
no one dare the Domain, lest they feed too much this vile eternal hunger. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains an additional legion EncounterEach Legion contains a legion of war HoardEach is accompanied by a GeneralGilded Metamorph Scarabarea contains Metamorph MonstersAll
Metamorph Monsters have RewardsMetamorph Bosses who deposit a detailed sample drop of an additional detailed sampleThere was a bone man, rotten flesh, and weeping black, but his name, his acquired knowledge, and his role in the Order will be struck with memory. Can be used in a personal map
Device.Area contains Metamorph MonstersAll Metamorph Monsters have RewardsMetamorph Bosses who drop a detailed sample drop from an additional detailed sampleGilded Perandus ScarabArea contains 4 additional chestsArea perandus contains Cadiro PerandusThe dark day came, Icius
Perandus. Today, we either succeed or humanity dies. Enact your plan. Prevent the fate of the Vaal from reaching the Eternal Empire! Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 4 extra perandus chestsArea contains Cadiro PerandusGilded Reliquary Scarab150% more unique items found in
AreaGo to your rest now, Sumei, Master Lorekeeper. The Order will keep the terrible secret that has plagued your last few years. Can be used in the Templar Lab or a personal map device.150% more unique items found in areaGilded Shaper Scarab90% more rare shaper objects found in AreaQianga of



the Stars, Release of the waterproofing blade for observers, go now, and let your half-dreamed life be troubled by nightmares of achromic hunger no more. Can be used in a personal device map.90% more rare Shaper objects found in areaGilded Sulphided Scarphite ScarabMap owner earns 60% plus
SulphiteLet not be called Raethan the Traitor. His discovery too important to stay locked up. Now, for good or evil, it is in the hands of civilization. Can be used in a personal map Device.Map owner earns 60% plus SulphiteGilded Torment Scarabarea is haunted by 7 additional tormented spiritsA although
you have been swallowed by your own darkness, you have saved countless others from eternal misery, young Tsarsk. You were not nothing, as you feared. Can be used a personal Device.Area card is haunted by 7 additional tormented spiritsPolished Ambush ScarabArea contains 4 Additional
StrongboxesThour people were renegades, Rindwik, but you have proven your loyalty. You will lead the martial defense of our expeditions. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 4 additional strongboxesPolished Bestiary ScarabArea contains 2 additional red beastsNot among us
understand the beasts of this world better than you, honored Agnar. You will eradicate the mysteries of wild artifacts. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 2 additional red beastsPolished Breach ScarabArea can contain BreachesArea contains 2 additional violationsWe task you, honored
Omid, with the investigation of this mysterious 'Xoph' and artifacts related to flaws within the limits of our world. Can be used in a personal Card Device.Area may contain BreachesArea contains 2 additional violationsPolished Cartography Scarab35% more cards found in AreaFor your loyalty and valour,
honored Betucia, we are proud to put the requisition of dream artifacts in your competent hands. Can be used in a personal card device.35% more cards found in AreaPolished Divination Scarab100% more divination cards found in AreaThough your peers fear you, Narumoa, the ancients have decided
that your second view is ideal for handling all artifacts that seek to subvert Fate.Can be used in a personal card device.100% more divination cards found in AreaPolished Elder Scarab60% rare older objects found in AreaSpeaker of unclean truths , Egrin of the darkness between Stars.We curse you
whose soul echoes the madness of emptiness! Can be used in a personal card device.60% more rare antiques found in AreaPolished Harbinger Scarabarea contains 3 additional harbingersTo decipher the language of the unfathomable, honored Sarina, we instruct you to investigate their intention in our
country. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 3 HarbingersPolished Legion ScarabArea contains an additional legion EncounterEach Legion contains a War HoardAs our hand in the House, we grant you, Deacon Eutychus, access to an area that we lack resources to explore. Can be
used in a personal map Device.Area contains an additional legion EncounterEach Legion contains a War HoardPolished Metamorph Scarabarea contains Metamorph MonstersMetamorph Bosses who deposit a detailed sample drop of an additional detailed sampleWhere you explore the vast well of
human darkness, Saresh, our surgeon of the dead, remember that prices can sometimes exceed the value of knowledge. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains Metamorph MonstersMetamorph Bosses who drop a detailed sample drop an additional detailed samplePolished Perandus
ScarabArea contains 3 extra perandus chestsArea has a 66% chance of containing Cadiro PerandusBy planning against theft and looting of artifacts by the boss of your family, family, have shown your intellect, Icius. The Order of the Djinn trusts you. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains
3 other Perandus ChestsArea has a 66% chance of containing Cadiro PerandusPolished Reliquary Scarab100% more unique objects found in areaAs the best of our lorekeepers, honored Sumei, it is now your duty to investigate the mysterious duplication of power artifacts. Can be used in a personal
map Device.100% more unique objects found in AreaPolished Shaper Scarab60% rarest shaper items found in AreaBold Dreamer, Qianga of the stars, it from the celestial cold! These titles that we give to the one of us whose soul speaks to the ineffable. Can be used in a personal map Device.60% rarer
Shaper Articles found in AreaPolished Sulphite ScarabMap owner earns 40% more SulphiteTo harness and control the power of lightning, you, Raethan, are now tasked with finding this new energy. Can be used in a personal map Device.Map owner earns 40% plus SulphitePolished Torment Scarabarea
is haunted by 5 additional tormented spiritsOur tortured soul long kept you isolated from your peers, Tsarsk, but attracted kindred kindred in kind. You are responsible for appeasing these anguished spirits. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area is haunted by 5 additional tormented spiritsRusted
Ambush ScarabArea contains 3 StrongboxesYour extra outlaw camp abandoned you when their surprise attack failed, young Rindwik.Now you know we exist, we can't let you go. You have two choices. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 3 additional strongboxesRusted Bestiary
Scarabarea contains 1 additional beastfeuding ezomytes shot your relative, young Agnar, but we pulled you from the flames. The Order of the Djinn is your clan now. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 1 additional red beastRusted Breach Scarabarea may contain BreachesArea
contains an additional violationThe ember inhabitants sought to throw you to their volcanic god, the young Omid, but we caught you instead. The Order of the Djinn is your tribe now. Can be used in a personal Card Device.Area may contain BreachesArea contains an additional violationRusted
Cartography Scarab20% more cards found in AreaConsider yourself an eternal orphan is no longer, young Betucia.The Order of the Djinn is your family now. Can be used in a personal card device.20% more cards found in areaRusted Divination Scarab50% more divination cards found in AreaYou were
a victim of the senseless war Karui, Narumoa age, but the Order amends your injuries. You are bound to us now by your own code. Can be used in a personal card device.50% more divination cards found in AreaRusted Elder Scarab30% more rare ancient objects found in AreaYour visions leads the
Azmeri down into a world abandoned by the Vaal.They throw you, young Egrin, but the Order of the Djinn accepts you. Can be used in a personal card device.30% personal.30% Rare ancient objects found in AreaRusted Harbinger Scarabarea contains 2 HarbingersYour was much decried by history,
young Sarina Titucius, but at the Order of the Djinn, you were born again. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 2 HarbingersRusted Legion Scarabarea contains an additional legion encounterYour faith and our Order are not in opposition, young Eutyque. Let this be the beginning of a new
era of cooperation. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains an additional legion EncounterRusted Metamorph Scarabarea contains Metamorph MonstersRejected even by the Faridun outcasts, young Saresh, you were cursed for walking on the white sand until we found you. The Order will
command your penance now. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains Metamorph MonstersRusted Perandus ScarabArea contains 2 additional perandus chestsArea has a 33% chance of containing Cadiro PerandusWe ripped you off malachai tortuous seizure, Icius Perandus, for a reason.
Humanity is in great danger. By accepting this beetle, you promise your life. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 2 additional chestsArea perandus has a 33% chance of containing Cadiro PerandusRusted Reliquary Scarab50% more unique items found in AreaThe Maraketh let you die
alone in the desert, young Sumei, but wesaw the potential in you. The Order of the Djinn is your akhara now. Can be used in a personal card device.50% more unique items found in AreaRusted Shaper Scarab30% rarer Shaper Articles found in AreaThe Peak-dwellers saw you as unclean, young Qianga,
but the Order of the Djinn sees you as all the stronger for your uniqueness. Can be used in a personal device map.30% more rare shaper objects found in areaRusted Sulphite Scarphite ScarabMap owner earns 20% plus SulphiteAs the first Brinerot to join the Order, you have a lot to prove, young
Raethan. We are confident that you will succeed. Can be used in a personal map Device.Map owner earns 20% plus SulphiteRusted Torment Scarabarea is haunted by 3 additional tormented spiritsYoung Tsarsk, you were a broken child and forgotten lying glassy-eyedin a flesh pit in Trarthus, but the
Order found you and cleaned you. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area is haunted by 3 additional tormented spiritsWinged Ambush ScarabArea contains 9 additional StrongboxesIn the absence of a strong martial presence, the renegades stand up once again. Their poisons threaten to darken the
earth. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 9 extra StrongboxesWinged Bestiary ScarabArea contains 5 red beasts an experienced Beast Master to find them new kingdoms, the devastating hunt of the former brings them ever closer to Wraeclast.Can be used in a personal Map
Device.Area contains 5 other Red BeastsWinged Breach ScarabArea may contain BreachesArea contains 5 additional violationsThe final command of the failed master researcher. The High Top saw the truth of our situation, and the world will be defeated by its fear. Can be used in a personal Map
Device.Area may contain BreachesArea contains 5 additional violationsWinged Cartography Scarab85% more cards found in AreaThe Sealing Blade has been removed, and the Decayshall agent feed on this world until all that remains is dust. Can be used in a personal card device.85% more cards
found in AreaWinged Divination Scarab250% more divination cards found in AreaHinekora sent the world another herald, but this hatungo walks another way. We are left blind, and subject to the whims of Fate.Can be used in a personal card device.250% more divination cards found in AreaWinged Elder
Scarab150% more rare ancient objects found in AreaWe are all equal fools for our childish notions. This decay fright cannot be overcome by self-denial. Can be used in a personal map device.150% more rare ancient objects found in AreaWinged Harbinger ScarabArea contains 7 additional
harbingersThe thousand-year truce has faltered because the unfathomable have imprisoned their own God.If they invade again, there will be no warning. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 7 HarbingersWinged Legion ScarabArea contains 2 additional legions EncountersEach Legion
Contains a Legion of War HoardEach is accompanied by a GeneralAs passage between Wraeclast and the earth beyond the reach of time is torn open, we stand on the precipice of eternal war. And there's no one left to hold us back. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains 2 additional
legions EncountersEach Legion contains a legion of war HoardEach is accompanied by a GeneralWinged Metamorph Scarabarea contains Metamorph MonstersAll Metamorph Monsters have RewardsMetamorph Bosses who deposit an itemised drop sample 2 additional samplesThough the
Necromancer of Black Pleurs fell into the desert by the hand of Garukhan, his spiritless legions remain scattered in Wraeclast , without a master to reduce their hunger. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area contains Metamorph MonstersAll Metamorphic Monsters have RewardsMetamorph Bosses
who drop a sample itemised drop 2 additional detailed samplesWinged Perandus ScarabArea contains 7 additional Perandus ChestsArea contains Cadiro PerandusWe some who stay live in the envy of those who do not. The earth rots, the water is poisoned, and the air is fire. We curse you, Icius, for
saving us. Can be used in a personal card contains 7 additional chestsArea perandus contains Cadiro PerandusWinged Reliquary Scarab250% more unique items found in AreaThe books were burned, and the scribes ignited. What such a terrible secret could they have discovered? Although centuries
have passed, we must investigate this for ourselves. Can be used in a personal card device.250% more unique items found in AreaWinged Shaper Scarab150% more rare shaper items found found ZoneThe observers have been silent, but they're still screaming. Something lurks among the stars of our
dreams, knocking on the door, whispering with the voices of long-lost friends... Can be used in a personal map Device.150% rarer Shaper Articles found in AreaWinged Sulphite ScarabMap owner earns 100% more SulphiteMadness steps in machine form. Lightning harnessed, dark faces and cold
ambition abound. Civilization will be its own loss. Can be used in a personal map Device.Map owner earns 100% plus SulphiteWinged Torment Scarabarea is haunted by 12 additional tormented spiritsWith a dead orator, the countless anguished spirits are only growing in number. They have no voice, no
hope. The sun darkens with each passing year. Can be used in a personal map Device.Area is haunted by 12 additional tormented spirits Lures lures can be obtained from a craft option from a Primal Crushclaw BulbStack Size: 100Seed Tier: 3Spawns a level? Monster when HarvestedProvides? Raw
primary life force units during harvest Can be harvested after 9 growth cyclesConsumes (50%) Wild life force units condensed by growth cycleConsumes (50%) Live life force units condensed by growth cycleRequires 4 adjacent primitive seeds of at least level 2 at GrowAllows allows you to exchange a
Unique, Bestiary or Harbinger element for a related item when HarvestedShift click to detract. that exchanges an item with an Aspect skill in the corresponding lure. They can only get in the harvest league. Craicic LureArea contains EinharArea contains 4 additional red beasts from The DeepCannot being
used alongside a ScarabCan Bestiary to be used in a personal card device to add modifiers to a map. Farric LureArea contains EinharArea contains 4 additional red beasts from The WildsCannot being used alongside a ScarabCan Bestiary to be used in a personal card device to add modifiers to a map.
Fenumal LureArea contains EinharArea contains 4 additional red beasts from The CavernsCannot being used alongside a Bestiary Beetle can be used in a personal card device to add modifiers to a map. Saqawine LureArea contains EinharArea contains 4 additional red beasts from The SandsCannot
being used alongside a ScarabCan Bestiary to be used in a personal card device to add modifiers to a map. Corrupt Areas Vaal fragments can be placed alone in the map system for, for example, a random corrupted area. The addition of more fragments increases the elements of the area, in the same
way that it works with maps. As long as they are not placed in the right arrangement, a complete set of fragments will open up a corrupted area with 15% increased item quantity. The level of the area will depend on the fragment used: Sacrifice from fragmentary level to the quantity DuskItem: 5%5%
increase in the amount of objects found in this area Vaal should never fear the sunset of our sun. Can be used in a personal map device. 69 Sacrifice at DawnItem Quantity: 5%5% increase amount of found in this areaOnly those who aspire may dare to hope. Can be used in a personal map device. 70
Sacrifice at MidiItem Quantity: 5%5% increase quantity of objects found in this areaLight without pale compared to the light inside. Can be used in a personal map device. 71 Sacrifice to MidnightItem Quantity: 5%5% increase amount of objects found in this areaLook to our queen, because she will lead us
into the light. Can be used in a personal map device. 72 Mortal GriefItem Quantity: 10%10% increase quantity of items found in this areaWhen we thrive at night, we love mortality. Can be used in a personal map device. 73 Mortal RageItem Quantity: 10%10% increase quantity of items found in this
areaWe are only dogs, howling at an indifferent moon. Can be used in a personal map device. 74 Deadly IgnoranceItem Quantity: 10%10% increase amount of objects found in this areaIt is only the blind who can live in darkness. Can be used in a personal map device. 75 Mortal HopeItem Quantity:
10%10% increase amount of objects found in this areaLook to our queen, as it will lead us from the darkness. Can be used in a personal map device. 76 See also Version history Changes the 3.10.0 Vaal lateral areas found in maps and those created by placing individual vaal fragments in the map
system now count as map areas for map falls and other mechanisms that interact with map areas. Vaal Side Areas open by placing an individual fragment in the card device are now 1 level higher overall. 2.1.0 Areas created by Vaal fragments in map peripherals are now two levels higher. }} }}
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